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 To solve the problem of playing the sound, I use ALSA. A combination of ALSA and OBS-Studio work pretty well. However,
when I use ALSA, no sound comes out of the speakers. The problem is the same as using Windows Media Player. When I use a

USB headphone, the sound plays. How do I solve this problem? Hi Manuela, I have already answered this. I have a USB
interface and it works fine, since you use it as a capture device for OBS. The sound output is controlled by a microcontroller.

When using the sound interface, the sound is playing from the sound card of the PC. In your case, the sound card has the device
names "USB Headphones ". Does it work for you? Hi Marjan, thanks for your message. I have already answered this. For me,

the sound interface was working fine, but when using the sound card, the sound was not playing. I changed the order and played
the sound card before OBS and this works fine. Hi Pepijn, thanks for your answer. Yes, I use the sound interface. I have already
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answered this question. I'm using a Scarlett 2i2 2nd gen. I changed the order and played the sound card before OBS and this
works fine. Originally posted by Henrik: Hi Marjan, thanks for your message. I have already answered this. For me, the sound

interface was working fine, but when using the sound card, the sound was not playing. I changed the order and played the sound
card before OBS and this works fine. Originally posted by Henrik: Hi Marjan, thanks for your message. I have already answered
this. I'm using a Scarlett 2i2 2nd gen. I changed the order and played the sound card before OBS and this works fine. Hi, do you
use pavucontrol to select the hardware device to use for playback? Hi, and do you use pavucontrol to select the hardware device

to use for playback? Hi Bastiaan, pavucontrol isn't necessary for me, since I use the sound interface. Originally posted by
Bastiaan Voss: Hi, do you use pavucontrol to select the hardware device to use for playback? Hi 82157476af
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